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	Pro C# with .NET 3.0, Special Edition, 9781590598238 (1590598237), Apress, 2007
C# 2005 has enjoyed huge success in the year since its launch, firmly establishing itself as the premier language for development on Microsoft's successful .NET 2.0 platform. With the launch of the .NET 3.0 extensions in early 2007, the horizons of this language are being extended, and it is becoming even more powerful as it is able to leverage the new .NET 3.0 Foundations.
In recognition of this, Apress presents Pro C# with .NET 3.0, Special Edition to provide you with a complete A-to-Z reference for using C# with the .NET 2.0 platform and the .NET 3.0 extensions. The book contains new chapters that explore the interactions between the existing framework and the new extensions, giving you an edge when you evaluate and implement .NET 3.0 for the first time. To provide even more support, a bonus PDF download will be available with each purchase, offering over 500 pages of carefully selected additional content to help broaden your understanding of both .NET 2.0 and .NET 3.0.

About the Author

Andrew Troelsen is a partner, trainer, and consultant at Intertech-Inc., and is a leading authority on both .NET and COM. His book Pro C# 2005 and the .NET 2.0 Platform won the prestigious 2003 Referenceware Excellence Award and is now in its third edition. Also of note are his earlier five-star treatment of traditional COM in the bestselling Developer's Workshop to COM and ATL mirrored in his book, COM and .NET Interoperability, and his top-notch investigation of  VB .NET in Visual Basic .NET and the .NET Platform: An Advanced Guide. Troelsen has a degree in mathematical linguistics and South Asian studies from the University of Minnesota and is a frequent speaker at numerous .NET-related conferences. He currently lives in Minneapolis, Minnesota, with his wife, Amanda, and spends his free time investigating .NET and waiting for the Wild to win the Stanley Cup.
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	Guest: Good c# 2.0 book, with a bit of 3.0 and LINQ in the end
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The User Is Always Right: A Practical Guide to Creating and Using Personas for the WebNew Riders Publishing, 2006

	How do we ensure that our Web sites actually give users what they need? What are the best ways to understand our users' goals, behaviors, and attitudes, and then turn that understanding into business results? Personas bring user research to life and make it actionable, ensuring we're making the right decisions based on the right...


		

How I Made It: 40 Successful Entrepreneurs Reveal How They Made MillionsKogan Page, 2010

	
		Every year thousands of hopeful entrepreneurs decide to take the plunge. Many fail, but many go on to achieve great success and huge profits. Why is it that some race ahead to glory while others fall at the first hurdle?

	
		In How I Made It, 40 successful British entrepreneurs explain how they managed to defy the...



		

Extraordinary Comebacks: 201 Inspiring Stories of Courage, Triumph and SuccessSourcebooks, Inc., 2007

	The human spirit is among the most powerful and resilient forces on the planet, and the stories of these incredible people prove that, with commitment and perseverance, you can do anything! From daunting physical challenges to spiritual crises to utter poverty, these success stories of people young and old, rich and poor, famous and...





	

Robotic Micro-AssemblyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010


	This book deals with the current methods developed around the world on robotic

	microassembly. It is dedicated to Master’s and Ph.D. students, and also scientists

	and engineers involved in microrobotics and also in robotics. As robotic

	microassembly is a new way to manufacture microelectromechanical systems

	(MEMS),...

		

Hand Surgery. 2 Volume SetLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2003
The  bones of the hand and wrist, which are linked by synovial joints, provide a  mobile yet stable framework that is crucial for strenuous work and fine  manipulative activity. A built-in mechanism of...


		

UNIX for DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
Understand the UNIX shell, go online with new browser options, and get things  done. So you’re using UNIX these days? Sure, it can be a little tricky, but this  friendly guide will lead you through all its peculiarities. Soon you’ll  understand the GNOME and KDE desktops, know the secret names of your Web files,  Samba with the file...
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